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Is Gay the New Asian?: Marriage Equality and the Dawn of a New Model Minority

Stewart Chang†

INTRODUCTION

Obergefell v. Hodges marks a decisive milestone in the United States in the recognition of same-sex couples as equal citizens with equal rights. In Obergefell, the United States Supreme Court held that state statutes restricting marriage rights from same-sex couples were unconstitutional as matters of due process and equal protection. Many hailed the decision as a victory for equality in the United States, comparing Obergefell to landmark decisions during the Civil Rights Era, including Brown v. Board of Education and Loving v. Virginia. Indeed, Justice Kennedy cites Loving numerous times throughout the decision, and situates Obergefell within its tradi-
tion. In *Loving*, Justice Warren affirms marriage as a fundamental civil right, and in *Obergefell*, Justice Kennedy further elevates marriage to a foundational, organizing principle of civilization. Historically in the United States, equal citizenship has often been tied to access to marriage and family, which is more related to the penumbral right of privacy set in *Griswold v. Connecticut*. *Obergefell* continues this tradition. Thus, while *Obergefell* has generally been regarded as a victory for same-sex equality, some critics remain wary of the type of equality promoted by *Obergefell*, particularly due to the normative implications of Kennedy’s promotion of marriage.

In some respects, *Obergefell* is as much a defense of marriage as it is a civil rights case for gay and lesbian Americans. The decision also highlights the priority of marriage as a due process privacy right rather than an issue of equal protection. *Obergefell* emphasizes the centrality of marriage and family to American culture and citizenship, yet in doing so, also suggests that equal citizenship necessarily involves marriage and family. Indeed, in his closing statement, Justice Kennedy ties “equal dignity in the eyes of the law” to the hope of not being “condemned to live in loneliness, excluded from one of civilization’s oldest institutions.” Kennedy defines access to family formation as access to equal citizenship, implying that anything less is incomplete and unequal. Thus, sexual minorities become inferior citizens when they are excluded from normative structures of marriage, and equality means creating inclusion through assimilation into the norm. The *Obergefell* decision, then, represents the opportunity for gay individuals to be “normal.” By implication, however, once equal access to marriage has been granted, those who decline the opportunity remain incomplete by their own choice. With Kennedy’s valorization of marriage and pejorative representation of alternative forms, *Obergefell* runs the risk of turning a certain segment of the gay community into a mechanism to discipline and marginalize nonconforming populations.

The path of initial rejection and regulation, followed by eventual acceptance and assimilation for the gay community, mirrors the trajectory of Asian Americans in the United States. Gay individuals were once ostracized as a threat to the American family and therefore required regulation. However, *Obergefell* now sets its plaintiffs as quintessential models of marriage and what it stands for in American society. Similarly, Asian

2. *Loving v. Virginia*, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967) (citing *Skinner v. Oklahoma*, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942) (“Marriage is one of the “basic civil rights of man,” fundamental to our very existence and survival.”)).


Americans were once considered a sexually subversive threat to the American family, and were subsequently excluded for decades through racially discriminatory immigration laws. Eventually, however, they were reconstituted monolithically into a model minority whose success through strong family values and work ethic has validated the belief that America has progressed into a meritocracy where race no longer matters. The success of Asian American families in the United States is often evoked to demonstrate how equal citizenship is gained not through assistance and reparation for past harms, but through hard work and discipline that reflect strong family values. The model minority stereotype is thus deployed in order to suggest that racism is not the true cause of continuing inequities, but something else. Underperformance of other minority groups is blamed on the unwillingness to work hard, which is often associated with weak family values. Around the same time Asian Americans were being praised as a model minority for having strong families, the underperformance of African Americans was being blamed on their weak family structures.

Obergefell represents the culmination of an incrementalist approach towards gay rights that begins with decriminalization of anti-sodomy and terminates with the legalization of same-sex marriage. In line with the incrementalist approach, the legal strategy for Obergefell focused on how gay families typify core American family values; like Asian Americans, gay Americans are praised as hard-working citizens who contribute to their communities. The casting of gay individuals as model Americans has promoted a growing sense of their normalcy and thus their equality with the rest of the American populace—that they are the same as other Americans and therefore deserve the same rights. Thus, gay individuals become equal citizens through assimilation into American norms of family, while their differences from the norm are underplayed. Victory on these terms, however, suggests a causal relationship between equal citizenship and homogeneity. By focusing so keenly on marriage, the incrementalist movement and the resulting decision in Obergefell narrowly defines how gay individuals can achieve equal protection in the United States to the exclusion of other choices besides marriage. Now that formal equality has been granted through access to marriage, those who remain excluded do so from their own fault or choice.

5. See Jeremiah A. Ho, Weather Permitting: Incrementalism, Animus, and the Art of Forecasting Marriage Equality After U.S. v. Windsor, 62 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 1, 7 (2014) ("By consensus, [William] Eskridge, [Yuval] Merin, and [Kees] Waaldijk all prescribe those steps in the following sequence: (1) the decriminalization of consensual same-sex intimacy occurs first; (2) then anti-discrimination against sexual minorities is furthered; and (3) lastly, the relationships of same-sex couples are then legally recognized. Once a state has crossed these three steps, the conditions for marriage equality will then be most evident.").


This Article analyzes the historic role of family in the politics of exclusion in the United States, evaluates the ways in which the stereotyping of Asian Americans as a model minority has perpetuated these politics, and warns against the possibility of a similar fate for gay and lesbian Americans. As a model minority, Asian Americans have been set as a standard against which other minority groups, particularly African Americans, are measured. Around the same time Asians were being extolled for their hard work and family values, Congress released the Moynihan report on the problem of broken families in the African American community. Whereas Asians were thought of as similar to the white mainstream in their family values, African Americans were deemed widely opposite. This Article analyzes how Obergefell employs a similar rhetoric of comparison and considers the dangers of the gay community turning into a new model minority. As Chris Lijima notes, “the very notion of an ‘honorary white’ serves to further codify the notion of white supremacy since ‘it promotes whiteness as an ideal.” This Article argues that the construction of Asian Americans, and now gay Americans, as sexual model minorities promotes the supremacy of normative family in American culture as a means of disciplining nonconforming minority groups.

Part I accounts and analyzes how cultural ideals of the American family played a central role in stereotypes that led to Asian American exclusion and inclusion across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Previously demonized as sexual deviants who required regulation and exclusion, Asian Americans were reconstructed into a model minority that epitomized American hard work and family values in comparison to other racial minority groups. Part II recounts and critiques how ideals of family previously deployed to justify the oppression of gay Americans were subsequently embraced in the successful legal strategies of incrementalist gay rights activists. Yet the emergence of committed gay couples as a new sexual model minority has come at the cost of marginalizing other forms of gay identity, which often involve racial dynamics. Part III evaluates and warns against the dangers of embracing the model minority stereotype, particularly in its implementation as a normalizing method of Foucauldian discipline and population control. Under the semblance of egalitarianism, marriage equality, like the model minority myth, reifies conservative institutions of

8. Frank H. Wu, Neither Black Nor White: Asian Americans and Affirmative Action, 15 B.C. THIRD WORLD L.J. 225, 225 (1995) (“The model minority myth of Asian Americans has been used since the Sixties to denigrate other nonwhites.”).
family that promote a neoliberal status quo and enable continued inequality.

Both Asian Americans and gay Americans have historically been differentiated from normative families in order to justify their exclusion and marginalization, and yet they have now been assimilated into the norm to exclude and marginalize other minority groups. In the same way that the success of Asian American families has been used to perpetuate the myth of color-blindness, the success accorded to gay families through Obergefell holds the potential for promoting the myth of sexuality-blindness. These myths chill the need for further reform. Furthermore, by blending into the norm, model minorities acquire a degree of invisibility, so that they are no longer considered minorities who need protections against continuing inequalities and discrimination. Because the model minority stereotype is applied monolithically, it ignores the nuances and variances of subsets within these groups, which allow such subgroups to be further marginalized. In the same way that not all Asian American groups have access to educational and economic attainment, not all gay people may want or even have access to marriage for reasons outside of law.

I. ASIAN IMMIGRATION AND THE AMERICAN FAMILY: SHIFTING THE RHETORIC FROM EXCLUSION TO ASSIMILATION

The valorization of family is consistent with the history of civil rights in the United States. In 1967, the Supreme Court in Loving v. Virginia overturned Virginia's anti-miscegenation statute for violating both the Due Process Clause and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. In Loving, Chief Justice Warren recognized that "Marriage is one of the 'basic civil rights of man,' fundamental to our very existence and survival." Although Loving did not venerate marriage as much as Obergefell did, and focused more on equal protection than right of privacy grounds, the sanctity of family nevertheless proved as important in the time of Loving as it does today. Even as the Civil Rights movement advanced racial equality, it simultaneously promoted a particular vision of marriage. While the Supreme Court was eliminating racial disparities in marriage laws and declaring family formation to be a fundamental constitutional right, Congress debated the elimination of the racist national origins quotas in immigration policy and promoting family reunification as the dominant method of immigration in the late twentieth century. Yet what began as a unified movement towards the elimination of discrimination for all racial minori-

11. Ruthann Robson, Beginning from (My) Experience: The Paradoxes of Lesbian/Queer Narratives, 48 HASTINGS L.J. 1387, 1419 (1997) ("Gay 'success stories' of achievement, especially economic achievement, are harnessed by conservatives to demonstrate their claim that sexual minorities do not suffer discrimination.").
13. Id. at 12 (citing Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942)).
ties soon fractured across the issue of family unity and integrity.

The model minority stereotype of Asian Americans has been used to justify exclusion of African Americans by suggesting that the success of Asian Americans is attributable to conformity to American family values. Kevin Johnson has noted how “[h]istorically, an inverse relationship often has existed between the legal treatment of different racial minorities in the United States.” 14 Roughly a century before Loving, as African Americans were first being granted equal citizenship rights during Reconstruction, discrimination turned towards another insular minority group, the Chinese. 15 Whereas African Americans were regarded as “native” Americans, the Chinese were regarded as “foreign” and unassimilable, particularly due to their cultural practices regarding family, such as arranged marriage and concubinage. 16 Not long later, however, the positions of Asian Americans and African Americans were reversed. Although the elimination of racist immigration quotas affecting Asians came hand in hand with racial equality reforms during the Civil Rights Era, Asians were soon thereafter constructed monolithically as a “model minority” to discipline other minority populations, especially African Americans. 17 The model minority myth is deployed not only to promote conformity to the norm, but also to justify a system of exclusion. The myth insinuates that Asian Americans, despite being a racial minority who were historically discriminated against, have quickly been able to access economic success and structural equality in the United States without special assistance, but through their own hard work and rugged individualism. 18 Their success in the United States is customari-

15. Id. (“With the harshest treatment generally reserved for African Americans formally declared unlawful, the nation transferred animosity to another discrete and insular racial minority whose immigration status, combined with race, made such treatment more legally defensible as well as socially acceptable. For example, in the congressional debates over ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment, a member of Congress declared that Chinese persons could be treated less favorably than African Americans because “[the Chinese] are foreigners and the Negro is a native.”).
16. Id.; John Hayakawa Torok, Reconstruction and Racial Nativism: Chinese Immigrants and the Debates on the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments and Civil Rights Laws, 3 Asian L.J. 55, 79–80 (1996) (noting remarks by Representative William Higby of California during debates as to whether the Fourteenth Amendment should extend to the Chinese: “Sir, they do not propagate in our country. A generation is not growing up in the State, except an insignificant few in comparison with the great number among us. Judging from the daily exhibition in our streets, and the well-established repute among their females, virtue is an exception to the general rule. They buy and sell their women like cattle, and the trade is mostly for the purpose of prostitution. That is their character. You cannot make citizens of them.”).
18. See, e.g., Morrison G. Wong, The Education of White, Chinese, Filipino, and Japanese Students: A Look at “High School and Beyond,” 33 Soc. Persp. 355, 370 (1990) (“One of the basic tenets of the American educational system is that it serves as the great equalizer; that regardless of social and economic background, anyone can ‘make it’ to the top, can go as high or as far as they wish. It is presumed that the educational system is a meritocratic system based strictly on ability, hard work, and rug-
ly attributed to their strong family values. In this way, the normative family has been a primary crux upon which the legal fortunes of minority populations in the United States have historically shifted.

A. Family Ideation and Early Stereotypes of Asians as Sexualized Yellow Peril

Again, public attitudes toward Asian Americans had not always been favorable. For almost a century, Asians were regarded as the antithesis of the normative American family. The treatment of early Chinese Americans in the nineteenth century demonstrates the emblematic link between citizenship and family in the United States. Even as African Americans’ rights as equal citizens were promoted to provide access to familial rights previously put in flux by slavery, Chinese were being denied the ability to form families.

Although Asian Americans have been present in the United States since at least the nineteenth century, they were not able to come to the United States in significant numbers until the middle of the twentieth century due to immigration restrictions that were based on negative stereotypes of Asians. Though immigration in the United States was generally unrestricted for the first century of the nation’s existence, Asians were the first and only group to be excluded from immigration on account of race, beginning with the Chinese. Congress did not exercise federal immigration authority until the end of the nineteenth century in response to growing animosity towards Chinese immigrants. Although resistance against Chinese immigration began as an issue of labor competition, the rhetoric of public morality and family values became a rallying point for restrictive immigration legislation. Chinese were demonized as immoral, unassimilable, and threatening to the nation. They were specifically cast as a subversive threat to white nuclear families.

The sexual demonization of the Chinese was facilitated by the circumstances of their initial entry. During the nineteenth century, to accelerate the westward expansion of the nation, Congress passed the Pacific Railroad
Acts of 1862 and 1864 that authorized and funded the construction of the transpacific railroad, which would connect the West coast to existing railroads in the Midwest.\(^\text{22}\) Construction of the railroad would commence from both ends and meet in the middle at Promontory Summit, Utah.\(^\text{23}\) Many of the laborers who built the railroads were recent immigrants. Whereas most of the immigrant laborers for the expansion westward from the East Coast originated from Europe, railroad companies heavily recruited the Chinese to meet labor demand for the expansion eastward from the West Coast.\(^\text{24}\) Because this type of labor entailed hard and often dangerous physical labor, railroad companies initially focused on recruiting young, able-bodied men who could come without families, which resulted in a heavily disproportionate ratio of men to women among Chinese immigrants.

When the transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869, the supply of unskilled Chinese laborers without work suddenly spiked, bolstering public support for Chinese exclusion. Although initially welcomed as a ready source of cheap labor, public attitudes quickly shifted against the Chinese as they became competitors to white labor in the West.\(^\text{25}\) However, because immigration regulation was a federal power, proponents of Chinese exclusion needed to expand the “Chinese problem” from a local labor issue in the West into a larger federal problem.\(^\text{26}\) Thus, the “Chinese problem” was framed as a moral culture war that required national attention. Labor unions fomented general public sentiment against the Chinese by collectively stereotyping them as “thieves” and “prostitutes.”\(^\text{27}\) The Chinese were constructed as culturally unassimilable because of their moral and sexual differences,\(^\text{28}\) which not only rendered them unworthy of full citi-

---

24. Bill Ong Hing, The Immigrant as Criminal: Punishing the Dreamer, 9 HASTINGS WOMEN’S L.J. 79, 86 (1998); Patricia I. Folan Sebben, Note, U.S. Immigration Law, Irish Immigration and Diversity: Cead Mile Failte (A Thousand Times Welcome)?:, 6 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 745, 750 (1992) ("the labor provided by Irish immigrants remained a needed commodity, especially after the Civil War when railroads were being laid.").
26. ANDREW GYORY, CLOSING THE GATE: RACE, POLITICS AND THE CHINESE EXCLUSION ACT 75 (1998) ("Racial politics, which had proved effective in the past, would be resurrected. The politics would not be white versus black, however, but 'Caucasian' versus Chinese. The upcoming election would make 1876 the year that Chinese immigration became a presidential political issue for the first time.").
27. PETER KWONG & DUSANKA MISCEVIC, CHINESE AMERICA: THE UNTOLD STORY OF AMERICA’S OLDEST NEW COMMUNITY 92 (2005) ("An article published in their mouthpiece, the Journal of United Labor, maintained that the Chinese were natural thieves and referred to all Chinese women as 'prostitutes'.").
28. Keith Aoki, "Foreign-ness" and Asian American Identities: Yellowface, World War II Prop-
citizenship rights, 29 but also demanded their eventual exclusion. Prostitution within the Chinese population, in particular, became an object of study and scrutiny, 30 and generated a public health and safety concern that demanded government intervention. 31

The first immigration restriction against the Chinese capitalized on perceptions of them as sexual deviants and predators. Chinese culture was demonized as barbaric and backwards specifically for their treatment of women. Media reports suggested that Chinese women were bred for the purposes of prostitution, in contrast to American values. 32 In his 1874 annual address to the nation, President Ulysses Grant referenced the “Chinese problem” as stemming from a culture conditioned to condone slavery and sexual debasement. 33 He later signed into law the Page Act of 1875, the first immigration law ever in the United States. 34 The Page Act specifically targeted Chinese women for exclusion based on the assumption that they were entering for the purposes of prostitution. 35

The Page Act further skewed the gender ratio of Chinese in America. 36 The immigration restriction that prohibited the entry of Chinese women, coupled with existing anti-miscegenation statutes, 37 ensured that Chinese
men had no access to marriage and remained single.\(^{38}\) The unmarried status of the Chinese bachelor community became further evidence of their sexual deviance and abnormality in comparison to the white American family.\(^{39}\) These sexualized stereotypes fueled the call for further exclusion of the Chinese. In Congressional debates regarding the Fifteen Passenger Bill in 1879, which sought to block any vessel carrying more than fifteen Chinese passengers, supporters of the bill argued that the “Chinese had no regard for family, did not recognize the relationship of husband and wife, [and] did not observe the tie of parent and child.”\(^{40}\) Anti-Chinese sentiment finally culminated in the passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, which continued to deploy stereotypes of the Chinese as moral and sexual deviants.\(^{41}\) The Chinese Exclusion Act was subsequently renewed and expanded in 1884, 1888, and 1892.\(^{42}\)

The Chinese Exclusion Act was the first in a series of restrictive immigration laws that targeted Asian immigrants who came after the Chinese. Congress enacted the Immigration Act of 1917, which created an “Asiatic Barred Zone” that banned immigration from almost all parts of Asia.\(^{43}\) Congress then passed the Immigration Act of 1924 that excluded all aliens

---

38. Todd Stevens, Tender Ties: Husbands’ Rights and Racial Exclusion in Chinese Marriage Cases, 1892–1924, 27 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 271, 272 (2002) (“The scarcity of women facilitated the rise of a bachelor culture, hindered the creation of Chinese American families in the United States, and led many men to return to China. The reasons that so few Chinese women immigrated to the United States had domestic as well as international roots: restrictive U.S. immigration laws, especially those concerning prostitution; the discriminatory climate for Chinese in the United States; and transnational family networks that required women to remain in China.”).


41. Kitty Calavita, Collisions at the Intersection of Gender, Race, and Class: Enforcing the Chinese Exclusion Laws, 40 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 249, 259–60 (2006) (describing Congressional debates over the Chinese Exclusion Act: “In the House of Representatives, it was proclaimed, ‘There are from 1,200 to 2,000 [Chinese women] in the city [of San Francisco], and they are all prostitutes or concubines, or second wives’ (Congressional Record 1882: 47th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 13, pt. 4, 1903); ‘Out of the four or five thousand Chinese females in California there are not six who pretend to be good women’ (Congressional Record 1882: 47th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 13, pt. 4, 1936); ‘Few [Chinese women] come here except from Chinese brothels, or raised for prostitution in China, which is a business there’ (Congressional Record 1882: 47th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 13, pt. 4, 1903); and, ‘Their women are imported as slaves and are brought here and held here as slaves’ (Congressional Record 1882: 47th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 13, pt. 4, 1903). Condemning Chinese men for not bringing their families with them as an indication of their moral depravity, one senator reported, ‘[H]is associations are with harlots of his own race’ (Congressional Record 1882: 47th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 13, pt. 4, 1545). Even Chinese wives were implicitly demoted to prostitutes: ‘Who desires to see the American matron degraded to the position of the so-called Chinese wife?’ (Congressional Record 1882: 47th Cong., 1st sess., Vol. 13, pt. 4, 1589).”); see also Lucy E. Salyer, Laws Harsh as Tigers: Chinese Immigrants and the Shaping of Modern Immigration Law (1995) (exploring the effect of stereotypes on immigration policies in the United States).


ineligible for naturalization, which included all of Asia.\textsuperscript{44} The racial restriction to naturalization was upheld in \textit{Ozawa v. United States}, where Ozawa was classified as scientifically Mongolian and therefore not white,\textsuperscript{45} and \textit{United States v. Thind}, where Thind was deemed as not white based on “common understanding” despite being scientifically classified as Aryan and Caucasian.\textsuperscript{46} The 1934 Tydings-McDuffie Act reclassified Filipinos from American nationals to foreign aliens subject to exclusion under the 1924 Act.\textsuperscript{47} Anti-Asian legislation during this period often cited Asians’ sexual difference as evidence of their unassimilability, which then justified their exclusion. Filipinos were marginalized as sexual Others because they, like the Chinese, were a bachelor community\textsuperscript{48} that frequented taxi dance halls where white women degraded themselves by dancing with Filipinos for money.\textsuperscript{49} Asian communities who were able to form families in the United States, like the Japanese, were still stereotyped as sexually deviant; indeed, initial efforts to exclude the Japanese suggested that their marriages were merely fronts for prostitution.\textsuperscript{50} Absolute restrictions on Asian immigration would last until World War II.

\textbf{B. Family Ideation and the Stereotyping of Asians as a Sexual Model Minority}

As a gesture of goodwill to China as an allied nation during World War II, Congress passed the Magnuson Act of 1943, which repealed the Chinese Exclusion Act and granted the right of naturalization to Chinese living in the United States.\textsuperscript{51} However, under the formula prescribed under the 1924 Immigration Act, the quota for Chinese immigration was still limited to a miniscule 105 entries per year, a virtual exclusion of the Chinese.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{44} Immigration Act, ch. 190, 43 Stat. 153 (1924) (repealed 1952) (restricting immigration for all “alien[s] ineligible for citizenship” and setting an annual quota of 150,000 immigrant entries per year based on national origin, where immigration from each eligible nation was limited to 2\% of the number of foreign-born persons of that nationality residing in the United States as of the 1890 census).
\item \textsuperscript{45} 260 U.S. 178, 198 (1922).
\item \textsuperscript{46} United States v. Thind, 261 U.S. 204, 210, 214–15 (1923).
\item \textsuperscript{47} Tydings-McDuffie Act, Pub. L. No. 73-127, 48 Stat. 456 (1934).
\item \textsuperscript{48} Kale Bantigue Fajardo, \textit{Working Class Filipino Masculinities}, 59 Amer. Q. 451, 453 (2007) (“Filipino migrant communities were largely ‘bachelor societies’ and ‘portable,’ because agricultural business owners preferred single men to those who were married and had children, especially on the U.S. West Coast, which relied on a migratory system of labor. Additionally, antimiscegenation laws largely prevented Filipinos from marrying white women.”).
\item \textsuperscript{50} Kerry Abrams, \textit{Peaceful Penetration: Proxy Marriage, Same-Sex Marriage, and Recognition}, 2011 Mich. St. L. Rev. 141, 146 (2011) (“Americans still found the picture bride practice deeply disturbing. The Asiatic Exclusion League accused the Japanese of using the picture bride system to import women ‘for immoral purposes,’ claiming that the Japanese brought in ‘Jap women for sinister purposes, by so-called picture marriages under the guise of a marriage by proxy in Japan.’”).
\item \textsuperscript{51} Magnuson Act, ch. 344, 57 Stat. 600 (1943).
\end{itemize}
At the close of World War II, Congress also passed the War Brides Act of 1945 that allowed spouses of American servicemen to come to the United States as non-quota immigrants. The War Brides Act created the first major avenue for legal immigration of Asians since exclusion, the majority of whom were wives of white servicemen. The Act was passed not for the sake of foreign relations during the war, but primarily to recognize the right of servicemen to maintain the unity of their families. Family reunification was linked to the interests of exemplary citizens who had faithfully served during the war. War bride marriages represented a significant number of interracial marriages in the post-exclusion era. The War Brides Act would continue to be instrumental in allowing Asian wives of servicemen to immigrate in subsequent American military campaigns in Asia during the Cold War. However, suspicions of the bona fides of their marriages persisted, and war brides were popularly believed to be former prostitutes.

Congress engaged in comprehensive immigration reform with the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952; however, despite much debate, the 1952 Act retained the racist national quota system. Nonetheless, civil rights activists continued to pressure Congress towards removing the racist restrictions on immigration. Finally, the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act Amendments eliminated the national origins quota, and set skilled labor and family reunification as the main avenues for immigration. Under family reunification provisions, United States citizens and legal permanent residents were allowed to sponsor family members to join them in the United States. The provisions gave special preference to immediate relatives of United States citizens, who were allowed to immigrate without being limited by the annual numerical quotas. Additionally, non-immigrant visa holders were allowed to bring over accompanying spouses and children.

In order to garner wider support for the 1965 reforms, the strategy for change shifted away from racial equity and focused on maintaining the American virtues of family integrity and unity. Catherine Lee suggests that American immigration policy, particularly in the post-exclusion reforms, reflected "family ideation," a romanticization of the nuclear family as an integral aspect of American moral culture. During the 1960 presidential election, both candidates identified family unity as a priority of immi-

53. Id. ("In the report accompanying the bill, Rep. Mason expressed that one of the reasons for the Act was to protect the right of ‘service men and women’ to have ‘their families with them.’").
IS GAY THE NEW ASIAN?

57. In response to a public question from Representative Alfred Santangelo of New York regarding the need for immigration reform, Vice President Richard Nixon responded, “Humanitarianism itself calls for action to bring about a reunion of immediate family members under preferential quotas” and Senator John F. Kennedy responded, “I believe that the most important immediate objective of immigration reform is the reuniting of families.” Letters to Representative Alfred E. Santangelo, JFK LINK (Sept.–Oct. 1960), http://www.jfklink.com/speeches/joint/app15_santangelo.html.


60. Fiallo v. Bell, 430 U.S. 787, 795 n.6 (1977) (quoting H. R. REP. NO. 1199, at 7 (1957)).


person's immigration status may depend on continued marital status. Though cultural values play some part, the immigration laws play a more significant role in maintaining the integrity of Asian immigrant families after they have come to the United States. The idealization of Asian Americans having good family values because their families are intact rather than broken, then, is more a function of immigration law than of traditional cultural values that mirror American normative values.

Asians were thus transformed from a sexual Other requiring exclusion to a new sexual model minority who had assimilated to normative models of family. At the same time that family reunification was being set as the new avenue through which immigration from Asia would commence, Congress released the Moynihan Report, identifying abnormalities in the black family as a cause for national concern. The Moynihan report proposed a causal relationship between broken families and underachievement among African Americans. The Moynihan report influenced a body of scholarship that perpetuated stereotypes of single parenthood and absent fathers in African American families. The broken African American family became emblematic of wrong sexual choices of individual African Americans rather than larger structural problems.

In contrast, Asian American achievement was linked to strong home environments and intact families. Studies comparing the two groups have further entrenched stereotypes linking performance to family makeup, which was then related to race and culture. The proliferation of studies and coverage in media regarding Asian American and African American achievement engages in the production of seemingly objective information

65. MOYNIHAN, supra note 9.
67. R.A. Lenhardt, Marriage as Black Citizenship, 66 HASTINGS L. J. 1317, 1320 (2015) ("[U]nmarried family configurations . . . of Blacks, which are disproportionately poor and headed by females, continue to be both stigmatized and marginalized within the broader community. Even now, the struggles that nonmarital black families face are cast primarily as the result of unwise individual choices rather than as a function of the same structural inequalities that limit black opportunity in areas such as public education, housing, employment, and criminal justice.").
and knowledge that camouflages the history of racism from public memory. In the same way that studies and statistics regarding Asian sexuality and families were generated to justify formal legal regulation of Asians in the nineteenth century, similar studies were deployed in the twentieth century as extra-legal means of regulating African American sexuality. As Michel Foucault argues, the production of knowledge functions as a method of state discipline and control of individuals. For Foucault, power is no longer centralized through the raw force of the law, as it was in the past, but omnipresent and diffused through "the divisions, inequalities, and disequilibriums which occur" in social relationships. According to Foucault, government control occurs through "constituting individuals as correlative elements of power and knowledge," where power is exercised through the production of knowledge, the "domains of objects and rituals of truth."

Expert studies such as the Moynihan report, backed by the authority of statistical and empirical knowledge, lend the illusion of truth to normative standards that, in turn, affect the behavior of the population. As these representations of the norm are accepted as truth, the population begins to self-policing in a manner that socially rewards compliance and homogeneity, and discourages and marginalizes variance. The development of the model minority, therefore, represents the twentieth century evolution of governmentality, which Foucault defines as a mode of social power to regulate the conduct of a population in the interest of national security and prosperity.

The model minority myth of economic attainment through hard work and good family values promotes normative behavior through a system of social reward and shame.

It is significant that the juxtaposition of Asian Americans and African Americans occurs at the historic moment of the Civil Rights Movement. The construction of Asian Americans as a model minority advances an illusion of meritocracy and postracialism that suppresses the felt need for further programs to address racial inequities, such as affirmative action. The

---

70. FOUCAULT, supra note 31, at 94.
73. Neil Gotanda, New Directions in Asian American Jurisprudence, 17 ASIAN AM. L.J. 5, 42–43 (2010) ("The Model Minority arises in the midst of the Civil Rights Movement as a model to discipline both Asian Americans and Blacks and has a specific non-neutral place in our racial order. The Model Minority is a very specific stereotype or ascribed collective identity, crafted at a particularly historical moment in race relations.").
74. Janine Young Kim, Postracialism: Race After Exclusion, 17 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 1063, 1094, 1124 (2013) (citing Asian American access to educational and economic opportunities as a singularly visible example of racial inclusion which otherwise distracts from the larger inequities across racial groups overall).
75. Gautam Dutta, Tokenism, 209, and the Politicization of Asian Americans, 5 UCLA ASIAN PAC. AM. L.J. 45, 47–48 (1998) ("The myth holds that Asians do not need or benefit from affirmative action, for they already excel in both school and the workplace. Rather, affirmative action hurts Asians
argument goes that if Asian Americans are able to achieve success in such a short time through hard work and good values despite their race, then African Americans have only their own bad values to blame for their continued struggle. The solution to inequality, then, is not through government action such as public aid and nondiscrimination legislation, but through private action within the individual nuclear family unit.

Privacy rights of the family also became a centerpiece in building towards an ideal of racial egalitarianism during the Civil Rights era, with *Loving v. Virginia*. Indeed, interracial marriage and mixed-race children are considered signs that society is advancing towards postracialism. In *Loving*, the fight against racial restrictions in marriage combined the issues of disparate racial treatment with penumbral privacy rights that had recently been recognized in *Griswold v. Connecticut*. The Virginia antimiscegenation statute not only contained racial animus, but also trespassed against privacy rights of family formation. Although decided primarily on equal protection grounds, *Loving* nevertheless contained implications of the due process right to marry. Restrictions on marriage, like bans against contraceptive use, represented an improper government incursion against private choice, which would be further bolstered in *Eisenstadt v. Baird* and *Roe v. Wade*. Thus, reforms in racial equality came in tandem with ad-
vances in personal autonomy in the domestic realm.

However, like the myth that the United States had advanced into a postracial meritocracy, the penumbras of privacy also advance a conservative laissez-faire view of government. Privacy holds that individual choices in the domestic sphere should be free from government regulation. Yet with government noninterference, private autonomy also comes with private accountability. Due process freedoms of the individual presume autonomy and self-sufficiency, where individual choice rather than the government determines the destiny of citizens. This system also presumes that prosperity comes from good individual choices and hardship comes from poor individual choices. In terms of understanding the model minority myth in relation to the penumbral privacy rights, Asian American success represents the fruits of strong family choices and responsible reproduction, while African American struggle represents poor family choices and irresponsible reproduction. As such, the simultaneous development of the model minority with sexual privacy rights advances neoliberal enterprise under the guise of personal choice.

With the move towards increased individual autonomy and less formal regulation, governmental control has shifted to a regime of self-regulation among the population that links the goals and motivation of the individual to civic and social duty. Discriminatory laws that regulated minority populations, such as criminal anti-miscegenation statutes, were struck down and replaced with normalizing, disciplinary modes of power such as the model minority stereotype and the myth of a postracial meritocracy. The effects of the model minority myth also illustrate Foucault's principle of expulsion of law, where the force of law is replaced by private self-policing and norms disseminated through institutionalized knowledge produced in studies and surveys such as the Moynihan report. 83

II. WHY GAY IS DEFINITELY NOT THE NEW BLACK: THE EVOLUTION OF THE BAD QUEER INTO THE GOOD GAY

Gay individuals were, like Asian Americans, once demonized as the antithesis of the normative American family. Gay individuals were stereotyped as "bad queers" who were sexually promiscuous and irresponsible. 84


83. MICHEL FOUCAULT, POWER/KNOWLEDGE: SELECTED INTERVIEWS AND OTHER WRITINGS, 1972–1977, at 102 (1980) (“[I]t is a question of orienting ourselves to a conception of power that replaces the privilege of the law with the viewpoint of the objective, the privilege of prohibition with the viewpoint of tactical efficacy, the privilege of sovereignty with the analysis of a multiple and mobile field of force relations, wherein far-reaching, but never completely stable, effects of domination are produced. The strategical model rather than the model based on law.”).

Anti-gay activists have historically evoked preservation of family as the moral imperative to forward restrictive legislation. Opponents to gay rights were generally successful in passing anti-gay ballot initiatives by focusing on how gays and lesbians were especially harmful to children. Early propaganda cast gay men as pedophilic predators. Anti-gay activists also imagined a “gay agenda” which proposed that gays desired to have homosexuality taught in schools to indoctrinate children. It was premised on the belief that gays needed to recruit children to keep the community alive because they were unable to procreate, which was further used to generate anxiety over gay parentage that would allow potential role modeling of gay behavior. Anti-gay organizers used these tactics to portray gays and lesbians as threatening to the moral fiber of the family unit. Preservation of the family became a dominant trope for national security. These arguments were eventually used by opponents of same-sex marriage in order to pass the Defense of Marriage Act.

A. Incrementalism and the Narrowing of Dignity

Gay rights were framed as a culture war, and opponents set the integrity of the American family as the primary battleground. Gay rights activists met opponents on those terms and based their equal protection claim not on the right to be treated equally despite being different, but on the argument that gay and lesbian individuals should be treated the same because they are the same. Many activists in the gay community advocated incrementalism, which proposes gay rights occur in incremental steps through increased public acceptance of gays and lesbians. The incremental approach to gay rights engaged the culture war and sought change by winning public

86. Anthony Niedwiecki, Save Our Children: Overcoming the Narrative that Gays and Lesbians are Harmful to Children, 21 DUKE J. GENDER L. & POL’Y 125, 127 (2013).
87. Id.; see also William N. Eskridge, Jr., Dishonorable Passions: Sodomy Laws in America 40 (2008) (“At the same time that Americans were growing obsessively concerned about protecting children from sexual abuse, they constructed the image of the (male) homosexual as a predator victimizing their sons and daughters.”).
90. Id.
92. Shad Naved, Gayatri Spivak’s Critique of Marxist Value(s), 35 SOC. SCIENTIST 76, 85 (2007) (“The notion of ‘family values’ takes care of the project of the preservation of the American nation.”).
93. Franklin, supra note 85, at 845.
94. Id. at 860–61.
opinion through a strategy of assimilation. This approach set elimination of antisodomy statutes as the first step towards gay rights, and marriage equality as the eventual goal. Part of the incrementalist approach, therefore, sought to portray gay and lesbian persons in a positive light. Thus, in the battleground of public opinion, incrementalist activists showcased gay families and their similarities to other normative families, and avoided the negative stereotypes of gays as sensual and promiscuous. Incrementalism presents a version of gay identity in mainstream heterosexual society that repudiates the bad queer stereotype. However, the goal of marriage equality venerates marriage as an ideal to be emulated and achieved by gay couples, which in turn promotes further homogeneity with normative family structures in America.

The attorneys litigating Lawrence v. Texas employed incrementalism as their strategy. In Lawrence, Justice Kennedy contextualizes the right to sexual privacy within a "personal bond that is more enduring." However, the irony was that John Lawrence and Tyron Garner were not in a committed relationship, but were only acquaintances. If anything, theirs would have been an isolated sexual encounter, if there was a sexual encounter at all. Lawrence and Garner, who were not connected to the gay activist community at all, were transformed into poster boys for committed gay couples everywhere through a strategy of normativity. Briefs on their behalf were written "to emphasize the "sameness" of same-sex couples." The legal team for Lawrence and Garner "carefully focused on sex as normatively desirable in connection with stability, commitment, and family—

98. See Joshi, supra note 84, at 416.
99. See Carl Stychnin, A Nation By Rights: National Cultures, Sexual Identity Politics, and the Discourse of Rights 200 (1998) ("L"easians and gays seeking rights may embrace the ideal of "respectability," a construction that then perpetuates a division between 'good gays' and (disreputable) "bad queers."); Jade McGleughlin with Sue Hyde, Can a Diamond Ever Be Gay?, 9 Stud. Gender & Sexuality 184, 192 (2008) ("We do not want to be the good gays cast against the ever more marginalized group that chooses (or has no choice about) other ways to live and love.").
100. Mary Becker, Family Law in the Secular State and Restrictions on Same-Sex Marriage: Two are Better than One, 2001 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1, 48–49 (2001) ("Common sense also indicates that children living in gay and lesbian households would be better off were their parent(s) able to marry. Marriages are more stable than cohabitation relationships, and stability is good for children. Marriages are also likely to be happier relationships, and living with adults who are happy is good for children.").
101. 539 U.S. 558, 567 (2003); see Craig Willse & Dean Spade, Freedom in a Regulator State?: Lawrence, Marriage and Biopolitics, 11 Widener L. Rev. 309, 314 (2005) ("They do so by addressing homosexuality in terms of "coupled" behavior, rather than specific acts of sodomy, thereby constructing a homosexual identity more parallel to incentivized heterosexual family norms.").
not in connection with a broader sexual liberation.'

Marriage is the archetype of the "more enduring bond" that Kennedy envisioned in Lawrence, and both Windsor and Obergefell continue that arc.

The attorneys for Edith Windsor employed the same strategy and framed the story behind the lawsuit within mainstream conceptions of love and commitment. In Windsor, Kennedy more explicitly ties the dignity of the individual to marriage, noting "until recent years, many citizens had not even considered the possibility that two persons of the same sex might aspire to occupy the same status and dignity as that of a man and woman in lawful marriage." Kennedy repeats the word "dignity" ten times in the opinion, but generally in the context of relationships. In Windsor, Kennedy begins to narrow the definition of dignity for gay and lesbian individuals from his use in Lawrence. In Lawrence, Kennedy cites Planned Parenthood v. Casey to tie the dignity of gay individuals to personal autonomy and choice. Here, the state had overstepped by stripping gay individuals of dignity through stigma of criminality. In Windsor, the dignity of gay individuals is more narrowly threatened when their relationships are not equally recognized by the state. The narrowing of dignity in Windsor suggests that gay and lesbian individuals have dignity only when they resemble straight couples.

104. DALE CARPENTER, FLAGRANT CONDUCT: THE STORY OF LAWRENCE V. TEXAS 193 (2012); see also Lithwick, supra note 103 ("The litigation strategy, as the case made its way up through the trial courts and appeals courts, was deliberately framed to highlight the need to decriminalize homosexual conduct as a means of recognizing and legitimizing same-sex 'relationships' and 'families.' In short, the legal issue was not that free societies must let drunken gay Texans have sex; it was that gay families around the country, in the words of one of the lawyers in the case, 'are essentially just like everybody else.'").

105. Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2599 (2015) ("The nature of marriage is that, through its enduring bond, two persons together can find other freedoms, such as expression, intimacy, and spirituality.").

106. Roberta A. Kaplan, "It's All About Edie, Stupid": Lessons From Litigating United States v. Windsor, 29 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 85, 87 (2015) ("Our goal, however, wasn't to write a "Harlequin romance." Rather, what we hoped to do was to show that Edie and Thea, who spent forty-four years together in sickness and in health 'till death did them part, lived their lives with the same decency and dignity as anyone else. By showing that truth, we demonstrated that Edie and Thea had the kind of marriage that any single one of us—straight or gay—would be so lucky to have.").


108. Kaplan, supra note 106, at 101 ("The Supreme Court uses this word 'dignity' ten times in its twenty-six-page opinion for the Court in Windsor.").


110. Id. at 575 ("The stigma this criminal statute imposes, moreover, is not trivial. The offense, to be sure, is but a class C misdemeanor, a minor offense in the Texas legal system. Still, it remains a criminal offense with all that imports for the dignity of the persons charged.").

111. See 133 S. Ct. at 2693–94.

112. Aloni, supra note 97, at 158 ("[L]egalization of same-sex marriage may validate those couples who fit in best with straight culture and implicitly penalize those who are not married, thus privileging to an even greater extent already normative authorizations. Marriage wages an attack on sexual LGB culture in its failing attempt to create 'good gays' and reinforces the hierarchy of sexual shame by delegitimating otherwise potentially fulfilling non-monogamous sexual lives.").
Obergefell continues to narrow dignity to the specific confines of marriage. From Lawrence to Windsor to Obergefell, dignity shifts from being attached to the autonomous individual to being attached to the committed couple. Obergefell does not so much confer dignity on gay and lesbian individuals or individuals generally, as much as dignity to the institution of marriage, regardless of whether it occurs between gay or heterosexual couples. Following the synopsis of the case, Justice Kennedy opens the decision with a celebratory history of marriage: "From their beginning to their most recent page, the annals of human history reveal the transcendent importance of marriage." Kennedy outlines marriage equality primarily as an issue of Due Process and personal choice, and secondarily as an issue of equal protection. He bases his Due Process analysis on four principles and traditions that set marriage as fundamental under the Constitution: (1) it involves the right of choice that is inherent to individual autonomy; (2) it constitutes a fundamental means of expressing union between two committed individuals; (3) it involves rights of childrearing, procreation and education; and (4) it is a keystone to the social order of the country. The progression that Kennedy sets up presumes that individual autonomy is best expressed in choices related to family.

By prioritizing Due Process, Kennedy strongly aligns Obergefell with the penumbral right to privacy cases, and he cites Griswold and Eisenstadt as the overarching foundational authorities. He initially cites Loving to bolster the privacy argument that marriage is a fundamental right under the Constitution, without mention of its relevance to equal protection until much later in the decision. He then sets choice as the overarching first principle in defining marriage as a fundamental right. The right of sexual and reproductive privacy, which was concurrently being developed in the midst of racial equality reforms during the Civil Rights era, largely originated from the inviolate right of families to privacy of choice within their households, particularly in regards to childrearing. In many ways, the right to sexual privacy began with the right to educate children established in Pierce v. Society of Sisters. Pierce, along with the earlier educational privacy case Meyer v. Nebraska, is cited as foundational in developing

114. Id. at 2602–03.
115. Id. at 2599–601.
116. Id. at 2597–98.
117. Id. at 2598.
118. Id. at 2599 ("A first premise of this Court’s relevant precedents is that the right to personal choice regarding marriage is inherent in the concept of individual autonomy. This abiding connection between marriage and liberty is why Loving invalidated interracial marriage bans under the Due Process Clause.").
120. 262 U.S. 390, 400 (1923) ("His right thus to teach and the right of parents to engage him so to instruct their children, we think, are within the liberty of the [14th] amendment.").
the penumbral right to privacy in *Griswold v. Connecticut*. However, the privacy right of parents to educate their children operated separately from racial equality. In *Farrington v. Tokushige*, the Supreme Court struck down a discriminatory law targeting Asian language schools in Hawaii by affirming the due process right of parents to educate their children even while recognizing the validity of the racial animus behind the law. Neither *Pierce* nor *Griswold* are cited in *Loving*, which is not decided as a matter of sexual privacy, but of equal protection. In this respect, *Obergefell* continues the tradition of *Pierce* and *Griswold* more than *Loving*, by focusing on the integrity of the American family unit rather than on formal equality. Sexual privacy is fundamentally based in conservative principles with respect to autonomy and privacy of the family, and *Obergefell* represents a return to these conservative roots. Rather than question the privileged and dignified place marriage holds in society, *Obergefell* upholds the principle that the American family unit is inviolate and should not be transgressed by excessive state intervention.

Kennedy venerates marriage in his conclusion to *Obergefell*, that “[n]o union is more profound than marriage, for it embodies the highest ideals of love, fidelity, devotion, sacrifice, and family. In forming a marital union, two people become something greater than once they were.” Kennedy presumes that everyone, if given the opportunity, would exercise the choice to marry. In his closing statements, Kennedy equates marriage to complete personhood, with the implication that singleness is incomplete by calling it a condemnation to loneliness. Thus, Kennedy implicitly marginalizes other alternatives to the marital family structure. As Nan Hunter suggests:

> [T]he opinion’s final paragraph speaks of the plaintiffs’ “hope... not to be condemned to live in loneliness.” Imagine what it felt like for the never-married Kagan, the divorced Sotomayor, and the widowed Ginsburg to join that language. Now imagine how much sharper the edge is for a single-mom waitress or bus driver. And consider how disconnected that platitude is from the vibrancy of a community that has generated new forms of kinship in moments of love and grief, sickness and health.

When equal status for gay Americans is defined through marriage

---

122. 273 U.S. 284 (1927).
123. *Id.* at 298–99 (“The Japanese parent has the right to direct the education of his own child without unreasonable restrictions; the Constitution protects him as well as those who speak another tongue. . . . We, of course, appreciate the grave problems incident to the large alien population of the Hawaiian Islands. These should be given due weight whenever the validity of any governmental regulation of private schools is under consideration; but the limitations of the Constitution must not be transcended.”).
125. *Id.* at 2608.
126. *Id.*
equality, the institution of marriage becomes a very narrow gate through which gay Americans are allowed to envision themselves as equal citizens.\textsuperscript{128} When formal equality is tied to marriage, only those who subscribe to and have access to the institution of marriage are able to attain equality.\textsuperscript{129} In this respect, Obergefell stifles heterogeneous sexualities.\textsuperscript{130} Through Obergefell, what is gained is not so much a right to marry, but access to the rights that come with marriage.

Although Kennedy concedes the possibility of willful childlessness through the constitutional guarantees of sexual autonomy and privacy,\textsuperscript{131} he does not afford the same possibility of willful nonmarriage or alternative sexualities outside of marriage. Thus, Obergefell marginalizes not only some segments of the gay community, but also some portions of the straight community who do not fit the mold of normative American conceptions of family. In this respect, Kennedy's version of egalitarianism in Obergefell shifts the line of differentiation from sexual orientation to marital status and places accountability for continued struggle on individual choice concerning marriage. Marriage equality functions like the model minority myth, which promotes the belief that laissez-faire race-neutrality allows individuals to thrive when free of government inhibition, and that individuals are therefore accountable for their own success and failures in life due to good and bad choices.\textsuperscript{132} Marriage equality similarly advances the belief that sexuality-neutrality will allow gay individuals the ability to thrive, but contains those equal protections within the presumptively good choice of marriage.

\textbf{B. Racial Implications of Incrementalism}

Although Lawrence, Windsor, and Obergefell confer rights to gay and lesbian individuals, they tacitly differentiate between the types of gays that hold access to those rights. There will be those who choose to enter into normative marriages and are regarded as the sexual model minority, and those outside who will likely continue to be marginalized as sexual deviants. In this way, Obergefell venerates those gay couples who make right choices to commit to monogamous relationships as a repudiation against

\textsuperscript{128} See, e.g., Dean Spade, \textit{Under the Cover of Gay Rights}, 37 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 79, 81 (2013) ("Living under a system where a marriage-based family structure is preferred and is granted over 1,000 federal legal rights and protections aimed at promoting the life of those who conform to that model, is it accurate to identify being permitted to register to occupy such a confined and narrow status a "freedom?").

\textsuperscript{129} Id.

\textsuperscript{130} \textsc{Foucault}, \textit{supra} note 31, at 61.

\textsuperscript{131} \textit{Obergefell}, 135 S. Ct. at 2601 ("That is not to say the right to marry is less meaningful for those who do not or cannot have children.").

\textsuperscript{132} See Keith Osajima, \textit{Asian Americans as the Model Minority: An Analysis of the Popular Press Image in the 1960s and 1980s}, in \textsc{Reflections on Shattered Windows} 165–68 (Gary Y. Okihiro et al. eds., 1988).
those who make poor and dangerous choices, which are often associated with promiscuity, venereal disease, HIV, and AIDS. Just weeks prior to the Obergefell decision, Michael Johnson, a gay African American man, was sentenced to 30.5 years for “recklessly infecting” his white sexual partners with HIV.\footnote{133} Even as marriage equality loomed, Johnson became the face of HIV-related crimes and the dangers of promiscuity.\footnote{134} However, his prosecution not only involved stereotypes of bad queers, but also illustrated continuing stereotypes that link race with deviant, predatory sexual behavior.\footnote{135} In fact, African Americans are more likely to be prosecuted for HIV-related crimes than other racial groups.\footnote{136} HIV-related crime statutes, like the Missouri statute under which Johnson was prosecuted,\footnote{137} capitalize up-

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{133}{Jeffrey Q. McCune Jr., Criminalizing Blackness and HIV, St. Louis Am. (July 22, 2015, 12:00 AM), http://www.stlamerican.com/news/columnists/guest_columnists/article_d300ce8e-30da-11e5-934a-571460fb29d8.html.}
\footnote{134}{Id.}
\footnote{135}{Id. ("[T]he prosecution was allowed to paint him as an animal terrorizing the bodies of his young, white, docile ‘victims’ who performed ‘the traditional female role,’ as one accuser stated. The prosecution posed Johnson as the only agent in sex, the ‘Tiger Mandingo’ who took advantage of these young, innocent men. Loud and clear came the echoes of the centuries-old horror story of innocent white women endangered by black men."); see also Russell K. Robinson, Racing the Closet, 61 Stan. L. Rev. 1463 (2009) (discussing the racial implications of using criminal law to effect HIV-prevention).}
\footnote{137}{Mo. Rev. Stat. § 191.677.1 (2015) ("It shall be unlawful for any individual knowingly infected with HIV to:
\begin{enumerate}
\item Be or attempt to be a blood, blood products, organ, sperm or tissue donor except as deemed necessary for medical research;
\item Act in a reckless manner by exposing another person to HIV without the knowledge and consent of that person to be exposed to HIV, in one of the following manners:
\begin{enumerate}
\item Through contact with blood, semen or vaginal secretions in the course of oral, anal or vaginal sexual intercourse; or
\item By the sharing of needles; or
\item By biting another person or purposely acting in any other manner which causes the HIV-infected person’s semen, vaginal secretions, or blood to come into contact with the mucous membranes or nonintact skin of another person. Evidence that a person has acted recklessly in creating a risk of infecting another individual with HIV shall include, but is not limited to, the following:
\begin{enumerate}
\item The HIV-infected person knew of such infection before engaging in sexual activity with another person, sharing needles with another person, biting another person, or purposely causing his or her semen, vaginal secretions, or blood to come into contact with the mucous membranes or nonintact skin of another person, and such other person is unaware of the HIV-infected person’s condition or does not consent to contact with blood, semen or vaginal fluid in the course of such activities;
\item The HIV-infected person has subsequently been infected with and tested positive to primary and secondary syphilis, or gonorrhea, or chlamydia; or
\item Another person provides evidence of sexual contact with the HIV-infected person after a diagnosis of an HIV status.
\end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
on the stereotype of the bad queer as a means of disciplining the gay community. Even as marriage equality legitimates one segment of the gay community, HIV-related felonies criminalize another element, but now across racial lines. In early years of the disease, the spread of HIV was blamed on the “gay lifestyle,” based on stereotypes of promiscuity and recklessness in the gay community. Gay recklessness became a public health concern, and thus states enacted statutes to regulate and punish gay behavior. Michael Johnson represents a racialized representation of the dangers of bad gay behavior. His case illustrates continued associations of race with sexual deviance and criminality.

HIV-related crimes specifically demonstrate a rising racialization of deviant gay sexuality. Racial minorities were made scapegoats early in the history of HIV and AIDS. HIV and AIDS were commonly associated with deviant behavior such as promiscuity and drug use. Statistically, HIV disproportionately affects African Americans, which further linked racial


139. Robinson, supra note 135, at 1511–12 (“Relatedly, some media reports, following the CDC’s lead, suggested that HIV/AIDS stemmed from engaging in a ‘gay lifestyle.’ Introducing NBC News’s first story on AIDS, Tom Brokaw announced: ‘scientists at the National Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta today received the results of a study that shows that the lifestyle of some male homosexuals has triggered an epidemic of a rare form of cancer.’ This emphasis on a specific ‘gay lifestyle’ may have misled the many men of color who did not identify as gay, live in a gay enclave, or otherwise share a way of life with white gay men.”).

140. See Niedwiecki, supra note 86, at 152–53 (“In the news throughout the 1980s and 1990s, parents and families were witnessing the perceived consequences of homosexuality—the possibility of a very painful death.”); see also FRED FEJES, GAY RIGHTS AND MORAL PANIC: THE ORIGINS OF AMERICA’S DEBATE ON HOMOSEXUALITY 11-52 (2008) (providing a comprehensive analysis of the development of gay and lesbian civil rights laws).


142. Angela Perone, From Punitive to Proactive: An Alternative Approach for Responding to HIV Criminalization That Departs From Penalizing Marginalized Communities, 24 HASTINGS WOMEN’S L.J. 363, 368 (2013) (“When the HIV epidemic first emerged in the United States, many people blamed members of marginalized communities for increasing the numbers in this country. Black men, particularly from Haiti, and gay and bisexual men were prime targets for attack.”); see also PAUL FARMER, AIDS AND ACCUSATION: HAITI AND THE GEOGRAPHY OF BLAME (1993) (discussing the history of U.S.-Haitian relations and societal responses to the AIDS virus).

143. Perone, supra note 142, at 367 (“African Americans comprise only fourteen percent of the United States population but approximately forty-four percent of people living with HIV.”).
stereotypes with reckless behavior.\textsuperscript{144} The incrementalist strategy towards gay rights dissociated from this type of reckless behavior and developed an image of the good gay that represented a desire for inclusion in normative family life.\textsuperscript{145} However, with this shift the face of gay rights also became increasingly whitewashed and underplayed intersectional identities.\textsuperscript{146} The marriage equality movement emphasized stability traditionally associated with normative white families.\textsuperscript{147} Accordingly, the idealized image of good gays presented in Windsor and Obergefell, and constructed in Lawrence, becomes the disciplinary mechanism that dictates a monolithic view of appropriate sexual expression that is often racialized.

The racialization of deviant gay sexuality that emerged in the aftermath of Lawrence, Windsor, and Obergefell reflects state exercise of what Foucault calls “biopower.” Foucault defines “biopower” as the “right to make live and let die,”\textsuperscript{148} which is the instrument of population control in the modern democracy. Foucault describes how “[t]he old power of death that symbolized sovereign power was now carefully supplanted by the administration of bodies and the calculated management of life,” now specifically “in the field of political practices and economic observation, of the problems of birthrate, longevity, public health, housing, and migration.”\textsuperscript{149} Whereas previously, the state exercised the power of life and death by physically eliminating aberrant elements from the population,\textsuperscript{150} the modern state exercises biopower through the granting and denying of civil rights. Marriage equality narrows rights, and thus access to “life” in the biopolitical sense, to those individuals who embrace conventional norms of acceptable sexuality. Those outside the normative structures are excluded, punished, and consigned to civic “death.” Obergefell holds that those who subscribe to marriage are presumed to have dignity and rights that must be protected. Seemingly egalitarian protections therefore serve normalizing function.\textsuperscript{151}

\textsuperscript{144.} Id. at 371 ("Further media reports suggesting that Black men ‘on the down low’ were transmitting HIV to Black women by secretly sleeping with male partners only heightened misinformation, bias, and animosity toward Black men—regardless of sexual orientation—living with HIV.").


\textsuperscript{147.} Id. at 139.


\textsuperscript{149.} FOUCAULT, supra note 31, at 139–40.

\textsuperscript{150.} See generally Barrak Alzaid, Fatwas and Fags: Violence and the Discursive Production of Abject Bodies, 19 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 617, 619 (2010) (discussing “the way discourses of knowledge can render certain bodies killable within a democratic state”).

\textsuperscript{151.} FOUCAULT, supra note 71, at 222 (“The general juridical form that guaranteed a system of rights that were egalitarian in principle was supported by these tiny, everyday, physical mechanisms, by all those systems of micro-power that are essentially non-egalitarian and asymmetrical that we call the disciplines.”).
Through his opinions, Justice Kennedy has progressively valorized marriage as a norm to be aspired towards. In *Lawrence*, Justice Kennedy presents sex as a natural expression of love and commitment. In *Obergefell*, Kennedy further presents marriage as a natural choice for those who desire to publicly affirm their love and commitment. Marriage becomes the right choice for gay Americans. By implication, this means that those who make alternative decisions in their sexual lives are making wrong choices. *Obergefell*, when considered together with the Michael Johnson case, reveals the tacit assumptions in American culture regarding promiscuity and sexual pathology, which are often racialized. Read in this light, *Obergefell*’s valorization of marriage functions as a new normative counterpoint to the Moynihan report, which identifies nonmarriage in the African American community as a national crisis.

In *Obergefell*, Kennedy identifies marriage and family as the “key-stone of our social order” thereby implicitly disapproving of relationships outside of them. This recalls the use of the normative family to demonize minority groups in the past. For example, the Moynihan report presents family as a foundational principle, where “[t]he role of the family in shaping character and ability is so pervasive as to be easily overlooked. The family is the basic social unit of American life; it is the basic socializing unit.” Although the Moynihan report criticized matriarchy in African American families, it was not so much a condemnation of matriarchal family life entirely, as much as a condemnation of a particular form of matriarchal family life, the single mother. While the Moynihan report counts the reversal of gender roles as a concern, the report identifies broken homes and illegitimacy as the overarching causes for the issue. The Moynihan report condemned promiscuity and lack of commitment in the African American community, which led to dysfunctional family models. Kennedy tacitly draws this comparison when he suggests, “Without the recognition, stability, and predictability marriage offers, children suffer the stigma of knowing their families are somehow lesser. They also suffer the significant material costs of being raised by unmarried parents, relegated to a more difficult and uncertain family life. The marriage laws at issue thus harm and humiliate the children of same-sex couples.”

Kennedy’s ideal for parentage exists within the marital structure, and he asserts that “[m]arriage also affords the permanency and stability im-

153. *MOYNIHAN*, supra note 9, at 8.
155. *MOYNIHAN*, supra note 9, at 7.
156. *Id.* at 19–22.
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158. *Id.* at 24–27.
159. *Obergefell*, 135 S. Ct. at 2590.
portant to children’s best interests.” Previously, gay couples had been excluded based on the “responsible procreation” rationale, which presumes that a central goal of marriage is to afford protections to children by legitimating unintended pregnancies within marriage. However, rather than challenge the responsible procreation rationale, Kennedy envelops gay couples in the rationale. Indeed, the marriage equality movement was framed as the pursuit of the stable lifestyle and the ability to raise families like any other American couple. Yet Kennedy’s valorization of gay couples within the model of responsible procreation nevertheless invokes, by comparison, the stigma of irresponsible procreators and single-parent households, which he views as inferior. Illegitimacy and irresponsible procreation continue to be associated with African American women, even fifty years after the Moynihan report. In contrast to Kennedy’s language regarding the stability of gay families, the Moynihan report posits that African American families are characterized by instability. However, despite the differences in language between the Moynihan report and the Obergefell decision, both ultimately stigmatize groups that do not resemble idealized models of marriage.
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III. FROM WHITewing TO PINKWASHING: MODEL MINORITIES AND THE ENTERPRISE OF AMERICAN EXCEPTIONALISM

Marriage equality, when regarded primarily as a matter of due process and the penumbral right of privacy, centrally involves the right to make good choices with respect to marriage and procreation. In *Obergefell*, Kennedy defines individual choice in marriage as a foundational tenet of American culture. Kennedy distinguishes the American model of marriage from an outdated tradition in his account of how “marriage was once viewed as an arrangement by the couple’s parents based on political, religious, and financial concerns; but by the time of the Nation’s founding it was understood to be a voluntary contract between a man and a woman.” Thus, Kennedy indicates arranged marriages are a relic of the past, and suggests that Western civilization has advanced beyond that view of marriage. In fact, Kennedy traces the American model of marriage to the founding of the nation, premised on contract and consent.

Kennedy furthermore suggests that marriage has evolved into a fully egalitarian institution in America and that American culture has moved past “the centuries-old doctrine of coverture, [where] a married man and woman were treated by the State as a single, male-dominated legal entity,” so that “women have their own equal dignity.” He considers how, “[r]esponding to a new awareness, the Court invoked equal protection principles to invalidate laws imposing sex-based inequality on marriage.” However, Kennedy’s condemnation of patriarchy and account of egalitarianism in marriage possibly presents the United States as more advanced in the realm of women’s rights than it actually is.

Though he does not explicitly do so, Kennedy’s emphasis on egalitarianism in marriage as a symbol of American progress invites comparisons to other cultures. Even as Asians were stereotyped positively as a model minority who were successfully accessing the American dream through academic and economic attainment, they were still regarded as foreign and unassimilable on other fronts. The perpetual foreigner stereotype in more recent times has often pertained to the treatment of women in Asian cultures, particularly in the context of marriage. Asian culture has been judged as backwards in comparison to American culture. Asian culture
has been deemed overly traditional for patriarchal practices such as bride capture\textsuperscript{177} and domestic violence.\textsuperscript{178} Through such comparisons, the United States can construct itself as a leader in international human rights that protect autonomy and choice in marriage.\textsuperscript{179} The United States assumes the mantle of rescuer, where Asian women can flee to exercise the freedom of choice denied to them in Asia.\textsuperscript{180} Yet these new protections raise the specters of old stereotypes of Asian women that justified their exclusion a century earlier.\textsuperscript{181} Asian Americans, then, are caught in a double bind where traditional values are portrayed as responsible for strong family structures that make them a model minority, but also mark them as perpetually foreign and backwards.

The right of privacy and choice creates the illusion that the United States is advanced in comparison to constructed stereotypes of Asian patriarchy. This comparison allows for American exceptionalism, which Natsu Taylor Saito succinctly summarizes as "the United States' practice of unilaterally exempting itself from participation in international organizations and human rights treaties while simultaneously insisting that the rest of the...
world comply with international norms.\textsuperscript{182} For example, even though the United States touts itself as a liberator of women abroad,\textsuperscript{183} it still has not ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, which was adopted in 1979 by the United Nations General Assembly.\textsuperscript{184} The United States imagines itself as the leader of the free world with respect to the rights of women, even though the status of women and other sexual minorities in the country remains far from equal. Despite the egalitarian advances in marriage that Kennedy celebrates in \textit{Obergefell}, violence against women, inequalities in the workplace, and decreasing access to healthcare remain barriers for women in the United States. Furthermore, despite Kennedy’s veneration, marriage is itself an inherently patriarchal institution, and subsequently, marriage equality masks and perpetuates patriarchy in the guise of progressivism.\textsuperscript{185}

Kennedy places marriage equality within the same trajectory as advances in egalitarian women’s rights within marriage. In this respect, \textit{Obergefell} supplies a new framework for “pinkwashing,” where gay rights are used as a measure of whether a country is considered by the international community as progressive or backwards.\textsuperscript{186} The accomplishment of marriage equality suggests that gay rights have reached a completion in the United States, at least as defined by incrementalists who mark legalization of sexual relations as the beginning of gay rights and marriage as the end.\textsuperscript{187} The incrementalist model enables American exceptionalism by casting the
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United States as complete in comparison to countries like India and Singapore where gay rights, according to their definition, have not yet begun due to the persistence of anti-sodomy statutes. The myth of completion allows the United States to promote itself as much more advanced in the area of gay rights than it actually is.

Marriage equality, as an instrument of American exceptionalism, allows the invisibility of continued discrimination and oppression, in the same way that the myth of colorblindness does for racial minorities. The model minority stereotype for Asian Americans, for instance, perpetuates the belief that Asian Americans are monolithically accomplished, both economically and academically. However, certain pockets of the Asian American community, such as the Hmong, Bangladeshi, Laotian, and Cambodian populations are among the poorest demographics in the United States. The per capita incomes of all four groups fall below that of African Americans, and Hmong Americans have a per capita income lower than any racial group nationwide. The educational attainment of Hmong, Cambodian, Laotian, and Vietnamese Americans is low and comparable to other disadvantaged minority groups. Despite stereotypes that Asians do not need welfare assistance, Hmong, Cambodian, and Laotian Americans are more likely than any racial group to access public assistance. Also, Laotian, Guamanian, Cambodian, and Thai populations have high rates of teen pregnancy in the United States. Acceptance of gay couples into the normative family mainstream of the United States causes similar blindness to continuing issues in the gay community. A glaring blind spot in the wake of Obergefell, for instance, is the continued lack of anti-discrimination protection for gay individuals in several states. Even in the immediate wake of Obergefell, there were news reports of gay individuals who, following the
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decision, got married and were subsequently fired when they returned to work.\(^{194}\)

In addition, marriage equality does not address how a large segment of the gay population is forcibly expelled and excluded from normative family life. Recent academic studies have found that a significant portion – up to 39\% – of the homeless youth population in the United States is LGBT.\(^{195}\) In larger urban centers such as New York, San Francisco, and Chicago, up to half of the homeless youth population identifies as LGBT.\(^{196}\) The leading causes of LGBT homelessness are family rejection on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity, or being forced out of the family home as a result of coming out as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender.\(^{197}\) Twenty-six percent of gay teenagers are kicked out of their homes for being gay.\(^{198}\) These statistics demonstrate that the gay community is heterogeneous, and many segments of the gay community are far from occupying model minority status. Thus, they should not be treated monolithically as a model minority. Marriage equality may represent the culmination of rights for some pockets of the gay population, but is by no means comprehensive, and runs the risk of obscuring continuing inequalities that gay and lesbian individuals experience.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Prior to the release of the decision, Katie Eyer warned that *Obergefell* might portend the myth of progress even while true equality for gay Americans continues to be elusive.\(^{199}\) Even though gays and lesbians may now seem to be a new model minority who have attained equal standing with the mainstream in the United States, they have not. This Article continues Eyer’s sentiment, with the hope that gay does not become the “new” Asian in the United States. The Asian American model minority myth demon-

---


strates the dangers of perceived assimilation to the norm. It also breeds forgetfulness of past struggle and a blindness to present struggle. The belief that Asian Americans have achieved equality allows not only mainstream society, but also Asian Americans themselves, to downplay and ignore the discrimination and inequalities they continue to experience. At the same time, Asian American achievement and the myth of postracialism have been used to undermine and downplay the continued struggles of others. In this regard, the model minority myth has traditionally been used to divide the interests of oppressed minority groups, and the same potential exists in respect to the gay community. Like Asian Americans, gay Americans are also heterogeneous as to their levels of social and economic security, and treating them monolithically will allow vulnerable groups to fall through the cracks. Marriage equality does not address, and has the potential to mask, continuing inequities against gay individuals, such as hate crimes, bullying of gay youth, and depression and anxiety among gay teens and adults who are forced out of normative family units. For these individuals, access to marriage is not a panacea. Thus, this Article encourages memory and awareness from both the Asian American and the gay communities. Economic and educational attainment in certain sectors of the Asian community does not mean that discrimination and inequality do not still exist. Similarly, just because it is no longer illegal to be gay and gay couples have the right to marry, does not mean their rights are complete.
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